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News endorses Humphrey for President
This is a year of political disillusionment for young Americans. The champions in which they placed so much faith have
all fallen by the wayside: Robert Kennedy was eliminated by an
assassin's bullet, and Eugene McCarthy and Nelson Rockefeller
were eliminated at their parties' national conventions.
As a result, Americans are
left with what many consider
to be a dismal choice for President: Hubert H. Humphrey,
Richard M. Nixon, or George
C. Wallace. Hut Americans
must make a choice, for the
next four years may be the
most important ever in deciding America's destiny in this
century.
The situation in America
and the world is extremely
grave. The United States is
involved in a frustrating, unwinnable, never-ending war
12,000miles away on the mainland of Asia.
The Russian invasion of
Czechoslovakia has renewed
fears of a return to Stalinism
in the Communist world.
The chances for peace in
the Middle East become dimmer every day as Israel and
the Arab nations square off
against each other in a spiral ing arms race.
The nuclear arms race between the United States and
Russia continues unabated,
with both nations having the
capability of k i 11 i n g the
world's population several
times over.
The underdeveloped nations
of the world continue to fall
behind their Western counterparts because of an uncontrollable population rise and the chronic
political crises that afflict them.
In the United States, the fabric of the nation is coming apart
at the seams because of ever-increasing splits between black
and white, young and old, and rich and poor.
America's institutions are being battered from both left and
right by extremists whose appeal is not to reason, but to emotion.
In these grave times, Americans must make the best choice

possible, for the future of the world depends on it.
We think the best available choice in 1968 is Hubert II. Humphrey.
Mr. Humphrey has a record of enlightened public service far
superior to those of the other two candidates. He is the only
candidate who stunds uny chance of reunifying the country and
setting it on its proper course again.
He has been a solid advocate of civil rights for two decades
now and shows no signs of changing. He realizes that equal
rights depend on equal opportunities, so he hus proposed a
"Marshall Plan" for the cities, including massive aid to education, rebuilding housing in the slums, establishing a sane transportation system, and curtailing juvenile crime by a meaningful
recruiting and training program for urban police.
This is the proper upproach to the nation's problems. Mr.
Humphrey wants to eliminate them by attacking their root causes,
not just the surface manifestations of them. Mr. Nixon and Mr.
Wallace both seem incapuble of defining the real causes of the
violence in the streets, and, as such, would not deal effectively
with the problems of American society.
On Vietnam, Mr. Humphrey, though tied to the Johnson administration, has the most sensible approach to achieving peace.
He says the United States must take "an acceptable risk for
peace" by halting the bombing.
Mr. Nixon has yet to make himself clear on the Vietnam war,
and Mr. Wallace's approach to the problem is woefully out of
tune with the realities of the present situation.
Perhaps the most important plus on Mr. Humphrey's side is
his position on the spread of nuclear weapons. When the limited
nuclear test ban treaty was signed in 1963, President John F.
Kennedy told Mr. Humphrey, "This is your treaty."
(Continued on page two.)
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College of Education panel hits
issue of faculty-student equality
By WALTER STARR
Staff Writer
Faculty members from the College of Education met yesterday with student representatives
to answer the query, "Should students govern departments?"
A panel of four students prominent In various activities on campus addressed the faculty on such
Issues as better student-teacher
relationships and the equality of
students and professors.
Phil Campbell, social studies
major In the College of Education and chairman of the Students Academic Affairs Board of
Student Councll(told faculty members that students should be allowed to have positions on the boards
of every department. In this way
faculty members could know what
students want out of a course,
and how students felt the course
could be Improved, .said Campbell.
Dr. Robert Baysnore, chairman
of the Faculty Senate Sub-Committee on Student Governance, said
he had been working with University officials on various proposals for student governance.
"Ours is not a role of policy
making, just recommendations,"
he said. "We have proposed all
policy making units at this University Include students In the
role of voting members, not consultants."
On the point of equality between
students and professors, Barbara
Burdette, senior in the College
of Education, made this comment,
"A student and a professor should
think of each other as equal and

they should not be afraid to confront each other."
The two other members of the
student panel discussed studentteacher relationships. Sue Snyder
and Dave Wagner, both students
in the College of Education, told
faculty members that a more Informal situation In the classroom
would ease much of the tension
felt by the student.
"The whole problem begins In
the classroom. If a professor sets
an Informal mood at the start of
classes he would gain more participation out of the students,"
said Wagner.
The students were criticized by
faculty members «*> &»•♦»• !«*»• «t
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a course description booklet.
Campbell told faculty members the
booklet would cover exactly how
many tests that an Instructor gave,
how many outside readings, and
how much each test would count.
Faculty members said this was
out of the question because It would
determine who was an easy professor and who was a hard one.
The meeting adjourned with
many of the faculty members in
a mild uproar. Campbell said,
"We were prepared for this sort
of reaction. We feel that the students on this campus should meet
this opposition. Every student has
to fight to achieve equality with
the famtlt* m w caniima "

WITH OPEN EARS - Approximately 200 students attended the
open forum held yesterday in the Student Services Building.
(Photo by Larry Nighswander).

Vote now for Council Reps
Today Bowling Green students will have the opportunity to
elect representatives to Student Council from each living unit,
six commuter representatives, three freshman representatlvesat-large, and a slate of freshman officers.
Student Council has lnitltated a new precinct system where
students will be able to vote In their residence halls, and commuters will be able to vote In the Commuter Center.
I.D. cards or validation slips must be presented to vote.
Polls will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

"Student as Nigger"
— if never happened
By STEPHANIE CARDULLIAS
Staff Writer
The Students for a Democratic
Society started out to sponsor a
forum discussion yesterday In the
bottom if the Student Services
Building on the controversial
paper, "The Student as Nigger."
But, it never happened.
After a short skit depleting the
general Idea of the paper — the
student as a mindless automaton,
a cowering subservient — a guest
speaker was Introduced to the audience.
Dr. Mel Foulds, professor of
psychology, apologized In advance
for behaving "contrary to expectation," but said he wasn't going
to speak on the publicized topic.
He said a greater problem more
basic than lack of communication
between administration and students existed, and he termed this
problem a breakdown in almost
all human communications.
Students feel "uptight, anxious,
depersonalized, depressed," said
Dr. Foulds. "And this problem
is shared by all. Our whole society and culture Is to blame for
this."

Dr. Foulds went on to talk about
this "sensory deprivation" we
learn to accept from childhood,
and how It prevents us from enjoying human contacts.
"We are born sensitive, alive,
integrated, then we are deadened,
deadened by the taboos and restrictions society has placed on us.
"My area deals with what can
be done to resensltlze people,"
said Dr. Foulds, as he proceeded
to do just that.
Dr. Foulds led a series of "sensory-awakening experiences." He
Instructed the 200 people In the
Forum Room to rise, close their
eyes and concentrate on every
separate body part realizing how
It should function. This he termed
the process whereby each person
becomes aware of themselves Individually before relating to
others.
After another attempt at selfawareness, Dr. Foulds Instructed
everyone on an inter- relating experience. Each person looked
silently Into another person's
eyes and touched his hands, all
(Continued on page five.)
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(Continued from page one.)
No one has worked harder than Mr. Humphrey to stop this
fatal spread of nuclear weapons, while his opponents have both
advocated a stepping up of the nuclear arms race. Mr. Nixon has
urged a delay in the ratification of the. Nuclear Nonproliferatioa
Treaty and has promised to close the imaginary "missile gap."
Mr. Wallace has taken a bellicose stand by saying America must
keep its missile superiority over Russia no matter how much it
costs.
Another indication of Mr. Humphrey's superiority is in his
choice for Vice-president. Edmund S. Muskie is a mature, serious and dedicated politician with the country's best interests
at heart.
Compare Mr. Muskie to the other two candidates for Vicepresident. Spiro T. Agnew has been totally intemperate on the
campaign trail, and Curtis I. LeMay actually said he regarded
nuclear weapons as "just another part of our arsenal."
It is inexcusable for Mr. Nixon and Mr. Wulluce to choose
such
inadequate running mutes in a century when four Vicepresidents have had to take over after the death of the President.
We believe Hubert Humphrey, because of his humaniturianism,
is the candidate best suited to the highest office in the world,
and urge that he be elected November 5.

1

The student as what?

By DAVID GUION
Student Columnist
I have finished reading "The
Student as Nigger" by Jerry
Farber, and I anticipate a lot
of hysterical reaction, both pro
and con. Rather than respond with
hysteria, however, I would like to
dispassionately consider It on
whatever merits it may have.
First of all, it is very tightly
organized, such that to accept
his facts as true is to accept
the conclusions which the author
draws from them. "The Student
as Nigger" is largely based on
two pictures — the picture of students, and the picture of teachers.
Students are pictured as sheep,
slaves, they have learned only one
thing well — to obey any and all
orders with no questions asked.
If the students are the slaves,
the teachers are the slave drivers,
except that they were once students
and have never recovered. They
divide their time between bootlicking higher authorities and bullying students.
How accurate are these
pictures? I must say that they
remind me of people I know. I
have had such teachers and so
has everyone else. The trouble
Is oversimplification and polarization.
The teacher is white,
the student is black. Black is
beautiful. This is so exagerated
and so extreme that it is almost,
but not quite, funny.
Farber's stereotypes make no
room for any exception. They
describe at most a large minority of the academic community.
There are probably only a few
sentences which ever apply to any
one person. One cannot lightly
dismiss this essay as simple oversimplification, however. Farber
is able to give many concrete

examples to support his viewpoint.
Laying aside any accusations of
Intellectual dishonesty, one must
next ask whether his-experiences
at Cal State In Los Angeles is
at all typical.
The California
State higher education system is
in three layers. On top is the
University of California, with
serveral campuses, and all of the
top students, prestige faculty and
state appropriations. On the bottom are the Junior colleges for
those who need more than a highschool education, but who do not
need a full college program.
The "state colleges" are on the
rather nebulous middle ground,
with neither top students nor top
faculty.
Further, Cal State is located
in Los Angeles, a very conservative part of the country, but
one which is undergoing a transition. The division between "old
guard" and "radical" Is probably
deeper than elsewhere.
Unfortunately, too many people
have been Judging this essay on
language rather than content.
There has been a lot of talk about
the author's choice of words. One
defense has been offered: people
speaking in passion don't stop
to think about what words they
use. It is obvious, however, that
due to the tight construction and
some tather labored pseudo- Freudian Jargon, a lot of time and
effort went Into this essay.
Why then the salty language?
Perhaps because It's "in" or "up
to date". Some writers seem to
think that any essay without it
is too "old fcaVV If Indeed Far- .
ber has been leinlng on obscenity to declare His Independence
from "the establishment", then
perhaps this in itself lends more
credibility to his picture of the
teacher as basically Insecure than
all of his careful logic.
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letters to the editor
Police brutality?
After viewing the Democratic
National Convention this summer
I was a little hung up oa which
side was right, the demonstrators
or the police. After eyewltnesslng an incident In front of the
Shack (Teddy Bear) Friday night,
I'm still not sure about Chicago,
but it is now very evident to me
that police brutality Is not Just a
figment of minority imagination.
A friend of mine and I were
driving down East Court Street
about 11:30 p.m. when we noticed
a disturbance in front of the Shack.
We stopped the car and walked
.over to the spot where the crowd
was gathered and were greeted
by a bloody sidewalk and a boy
who looked to be about twenty
years old lying by the curb with
his forehead cut open and a city
policeman leaning over him clutching his night stick. (To keep the
story straight, we were told that
the boy was heavily intoxicated
and suffered the cut when he fell
to the pavement.)
About four or five bystanders
were reminding the policeman that
that there was no need to use the
stick. It seemed that the capable
policeman was having trouble getting the boy into the car. A few
of us tried to help but naturally
the sturdy man of the law had to
come out with the policeman's
password "Back off." he shouted.
On the fifth or sixth try he got
him into the front seat and by that
■ time the crowd had gathered around
the car and, we were all able to
hear and seeTEe'bllly club rapping
off the victim's head. One more
line from theerilcer "He bit me."
Apparently objecting to being
clubbed over the head while
wearing handcuffs, the victim then
forced his way by the policeman
for, oh, about the sixth time. This
is where the Bowling Green City
Police really showed their colors.
Another police car rushed to the
scene and out jumped three more
courageous crime fighters. They
made a bee line for the boy, now
lying in the street with his face
covered with blood.
All four
policemen then pounced on him with
knees flying, and with complete
'disregard for the bloody face
threw him Into the car and bumped
his head on it a few times in the
process.
They gave one final
shout to the crowd, and like a
group of vigilantes, sped off in
a cloud of dust.
After reading this letter you
might Insist to yourself that It
was written by someone who is
a desperate cop-hater and a nut
for sensationalism. Please keep
In mind that I'm only writing on
what I heard and saw.
All It would hare taken was two
policemen to pick up the boy by1

his arms and legs and put him
In the back seat. I honestly feel
that their tactics were unecessary, outrageous, and definitely
not to the credit of any police
force.
One more thing I managed to
learn from this incident. One
never knows how true or how
accurate an accusation of police
brutality is until he sees It with
his own eyes.
Mickey Brazzese

Dismal turnout
Once again the great majority
of Bowling Green University students have demonstrated their tremendous capacity for apathy. I
refer to the campus visit of John
Gllllgan, Democratic Senatorial
candidate in Ohio.
Despite the great amount of publicity informing students of his
visit and the unusual amount of
political Interest generated this
election year, an estimated crowd
of less than five hundred came to
hear him speak. This Is on a
campus of approximately 13,000
students.
A turnout such as this Is dismal by any standard. Whether the
students who missed John Gllllgan's appearence supported him
or not, they did miss an opportunity to, In some small way, get
Involved with the political life
of this country. I hope, however,
that they will make an attempt
to hear the two upcoming speakers
in the Youth and the New Politics
program which is sponsoring these
men on campus.
Robert H. Zlegler
229 Conklln Hall

Children's day
In his defense of George Wallace
In the Oct. 15 BG News, Rod Van
Hoose poses a very interesting question. How could Alabaman
governors George and Lurleen
Wallace have received so much
Negro support if they were racists?
In the general election Mrs.
Wallace received 87% of the Negro
votes in Selma.
The Oct. 28
Issue of Time tells why. "Mrs.
Wallace did Indeed receive that
percentage of Negro votes in the
general election, but her Republican opponent was also a racist
and many Negroes were running
for local offices on the Democratic ticket. She had received
virtually none in the more important primary, when Negroes had
a chance."
:,.

John Jackson
326 Conklln

Full story
I had originally Intended to write
this letter to the News to thank
those people who participated In
making our Homecoming float a
tremendous success. But I feel
that a much more Important lesson
was learned than merely building
a float and being a part of Homecoming.
This year Krelscher A, B, and
C decided to do a little more than
building a float by Inviting the
Lucas County Chlldrens Home to
be a part of the festivities. It
was really heart warming to see
couples take these children to
lunch and to the game and to see
them break tradition with the
"couple oriented" Homecoming it
has always been.
Everyone had a good time—and
the kids were kids, running around
and adding spirit to the college
tradition that I personally have
never seen. It was remarked to
me that these children are orphans
to everyone except two times
during the year—Christmas and
Easter. Any other time, they are
virtually Ignored. I feel that the
residents of Krelscher A, B, and
C showed that this need not be
the case.
What I would like to see is
Bowling Green University declare
a "Children's Day" wherebv the
campus makes It a project to go
out to the various children's homes
in the area and bring them here
for a day of "fun and games."
I've been told that this approach
Is being a little too Idealistic,
but the residents of Krelscher
A, B, and C were told the same
thing when we began our Homecoming effort. I think we can do
it, but it takes a united campus.
Gary Rees
Asst. Hall Director,
Krelscher C

Columnists wanted
The BG News is looking for
columnists.
If you'd like to write an opinion
column for the campus newspaper
simply submit the TYPED (and
preferably triple spaced) article
to the office anytime between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m.
The News wiU have no "regular" columnists as such. Each
column submitted will be judged
on Its own merits and will be
published accordingly.
Columns must be In good taste
and not infringe upon the laws of
libel in order to be considered
for printing. We reserve the right
to edit articles submitted.
The News welcomes letters to
the editot. Lettets should be
typewiltten and signed by the
authoi and catty his typewritten
name, address and phone number.
As many letters as possible
will be published within the
limits of space, good taste and
laws of libel. The News reserves
the right to edit letters more than
300 words in length.
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Educational plan knocked
Fruit flies reveal
CHARTERED
GRAYH0UND
bad effects in space
TO MIAMI U.
By BRIAN STEFFENS
Staff Writer

"Why do forty per cent of today's students drop out? "They
have been asked to meet standards
developed by someone other than
themselves. We have constructed
an educational plan without sufficient understanding characteristics and emotions of the human
being," said Dr. Delbert Oberheuffer, professor emeritus of
Ohio State University.

delinquent boys," he said.
"Violence doesn't need to be
glorlfld, said Dr. Oberheuffer,
"control violence at Its roots by
teaching children to play hard,
but not violent." Dr. Oberheuffer
concluded by saying that the audience must Inform other teachers
of the need for good care for health,
nutrition, psychological Ills, and
disease. He encouraged equal opportunity for the ordinary person,
not just the excellent, outstanding
people.

He spoke to more than 600
students in the Ballroom yesterday.

OSTER'S FLY LAB •■ Dr. Irwin Otter, o member of the biotatelit* research team for NASA, holds a module which contained
1,000 flies in the last flight. In the background are the hundreds
of fly cultures under environmental observations.
By BOB HULLBUCK
Staff Writer
It Is obviously the little things that count to Dr. Irwin I. Oster, professor of biology at Bowling Green University. Specifically, fruit
files count to Dr. Oster.
Since the launching and recovery of the Blosatelllte In September,
1967, he has been observing the effects of the flight on the fruit files
aboard.
In connection with his study, Dr. Oster has attended two symposiums
on the effects of space flights on living things.
One was an International symposium In which scientists from the
Soviet Union participated. It was concluded at this meeting that there
are certain undesirable effects caused by space travel.
However, the specific cause or causes of the effects are still undetermined. For this reason, Dr. Oster maintains It Is "all the more
necessary to pursue the same course . . . and find an explanation as
to why the space flight caused certain damage."
The damage he referred to was to the chromosomes, of the fruit
files, the determiners of heredity. This Is specifically what Dr. Oster
Is studying.
Although findings on the causes of the damage to the fruit files are
Incomplete, he sees the U. S. ahead of the u. S. s. R. in this area of
space technology.
"Russian experiments have not been as sophisticated as ours,"
stated Dr. Oster. He based this statement on the reports given by the
Russian scientist at an International symposium In Tokyo on Aug. 25,
1968.
Although he sees the need for continued study In the area of biological
effects of space flights on life, Dr. Oster also sees a dim future for
such study.
"I think the current attitude toward support of science Is not good,"
he stated, even though he saw this area "equally Important to any
other type of space-oriented research."
As a result of his own findings, and the findings of other U. S. scientists, and certain unexplained changes In the insects sent Into space,
there Is general agreement that there should be another Blosatelllte
project.
However, Dr. Oster believes the prospects for another such project
are dim because of lack of government support.
He cited the need of positive Information about the mutations and
damage to the fruit files caused by space environment.
Since the genetic makeup of fruit files Is quite slmllat to that of
humans, Dr. Oster stressed the need of deflnlate Information before
extended space flights are made with men aboard.
Causes of chromosome damage In the fruit files are believed to
be from radiation, cosmic rays, welghtlessnes, or a combination of
them.
"It Is difficult to say who's ahead," Dr. Oster said of the overall
space race, "but Russia Is ahead In long range, Interplanetary space
exploration plans."
He believes this Is the case because there are no plans for continued
space programs once this country reaches the moon.
"There Is a general lack of Interest In space by the average person," concluded Dr. Oster.

Thompson to speak
on Bible's authority
Tom Thompson, a staff worker
for the Inter-varslty Christian
Fellowship1, wlU 8I»ak on "The
Authority of Scripture" Friday
at 6:45 p.m., Wayne Room.
The Inter - Varsity Christian
Fellowship Is an lnter-denomlnatlonal group interested In achieving an individual relationship with
Jesus Christ.
Inter - Varsity holds meetings
every Friday night. Discussions
are led by professors, ministers,

missionaries, and student members.
A prayer meeting also Is held
at 7 p.m. every Monday and Wednesday night In Prout Chapel. Individuals may discuss their personal problems to help combat
the difficult times In their lives.
The advisors are Dr. James
P. Kennedy, professor of music,
and Dr. Lois Cheney, assistant
professor of speech.

Dr. Oberheuffer, spoke on the
shortcomings of the American Educational System.
He pointed out that there are
real, tangible problems for students today, and asserted that
students are not really Involved.
The student becomes concerned
by the time hsls a junior but
be does not become Involved until
he takes his first Job or begins
bis student teaching," he said.
The professor contended that
(be student Is not ready to confront the future and its problems.
American Education Is in the
process of evolving. Recent events
on the nation's campuses prove
this," he said. "There Is unrest
as students seek reality. We must
take the opportunity to assist In
the reconstruction of our whole
system of American education."
Turning to the physical education
program, Dr. Pberheuffer felt that
there are programs of great merit In America's physical education
programs but they lack extension.
Referring to the Olympics, competitive sports, and the many facilities provided for top notch athletes, he emphasized the need for
a reinforced effort to make sure
every girl and boy has an opportunity to participate to their fullest
capability.
"All the facilities should be
open to all of the people, be they
average, crippled, blind, or diseased," urged Dr. Oberheuffer.
The professor also advised the
audience that the best way to treat
juvenile delinquents Is to instill
self pride in them, put them In
school, or in a hospital. The Job
Corps Is an alternative for many
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Call Diana
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PUT VOICE BACK IN GOVERNMENT

IF YOU CARE AS MUCH AS I DO.
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HAZLEWOOD
FOR FRESHMAN
CLASS PRESIDENT
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There goes a guy
going places
in his Allen Temple shoes!

Allen Temple
in class or off the line, it's the
handsewn* that's tuned for the young man on
the move. Meaty beefrolls on the sides, classic
penny-slot, and heavy duty soles for extra mileage.
Come in and get with the shoe that's tops any
where-
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Dad's Day
tickets on sale

Panhel to close
rush Monday

Students can purchase tickets
for the Miami game at the
Athletic Ticket Office In Memorial Hall. Prices are $4.00 and
$3.00.
Tickets for Dad's Day are also
on sale. Reserved seats and "Special Dad's Day" tickets are $4.00.
The "Special" ticket allows parents to sit In the student section.

Delta Sigma Theta social sorority was given a week's extension
of their open rush period at the
Panhellenlc Council meeting Monday. All other sororities have been
given a shorter extension bringing

EDUCATION

open rush to a close Monday.
A list of the statistics on the
recent fall rush was passed out to
aid the sorority women In their
evaluation of the experimental null
system.
A measure lowering the due*
was voted on and passed for $1
per member per quarter.
Two new Innovations are being
Introduced to the Creek system
next week. Nov. 1, the first of
the combined pledge parties will
be held, and each party will Include the pledge classes of two
or three sororities and three or
four fraternities.
Secondly, Executive Council
nights will begin Thursday, with
all officers meeting In the Alumni
Room and then breaking up Into
small groups and going to fraternity and sorority houses.

MAJORS

Registration for 0SEA closing Nov. 15those doing student teaching.
JOIN NOW!
Pick up November journals in the
of the Education Building

A

JOB WELL DONE ••

Three students hove received bonus

checks in relation with a new internship program with Whirlpool
Corporation.

They

are,

left to

right,

Martin

Potisek, Robert

Thies, both seniors, and James Gibson, a junior. Robert Miller,
presented the checks. The program has been set up to help familiarize business majors with the industrial environment.
(Photo by Pete Hess.)

AWS 'sounds off

RJODSAIE

STERLING
STANDS

12+2
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Assorted

Neighborhood

FROZEN BARS
14 PACK
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By PEGGIE COPELIN
Staff Writer
"The Association of Women Students as a sounding board" was
one of the major Ideas stressed
at the AWS legislative board meeting last night.
Bea Smith, president, said, "In
addition to attending to the business at hand, these meetings will
be used to air the various problems that the Individual dormitories have.
"The Idea Is to share common
Ideas and problems from which all
may benefit."
In addition to this new "sounding board," AWS Is meeting with
Student Council, MITHC (Men's
Inter-residence Hall Council), and
the Town and Student group to
discuss current Issues and Ideas
which will benefit the women students on campus. As the women
student's representatives to Town
and Student board, AWS Is Investigating off-campus housing and the

campus

TASTES
BETTER
WHEN IT'S

calendar

BOTTLED
IN GLASS

Feature Flavor!

Sterling

Homogenized

TOFFEE APPLE
ICE CREAM

ICE MILK

Skim

% GALLON

VANILLA or NEAPOLITAN

also has
low, low
everyday
prices on

2% Butterfat
Low Fat

99c

Milk in
throw-away
Containers

GAL'ION

49c

STERLING

WIENERS

HOT DOG BUNS

PRICES ON
EFFECTIVE

1 LB. PKG.

SAVE 10c

THRU 27

SAVE 10c

DINNER Q.ftKLL

SALE ITEMS

OCT. 23

STERLING

THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

SAVE 11c

STERLING

WE RESERVE

2

8 OZ. CTN.

y^ i

55c

POTATO CHIPS
1 LB. PKG.

39C

(Continued from page one.)
the while trying to feel what the
other person was like.
These separate experiences
were designed by Dr. Foulds to
break down the wall people and
society build around the individual
to break down these walls which
Isolate us from our own selves
and other people.
NOW!!

r"-r
FREE CONVEN IENT PARKING

59c

Food prices In fraternity and
sorority houses was one of the
main topics of the Intraf raternlty
Council meeting Monday evening.
Marty Slpoz of Tau Kappa Epsllon, will draw up a bill to be
presented to IFC Nov. 2, setting
up a Central Purchasing Committee to investigate discrepancies
in wholesale and retail food prices.
It is suspected that Greek houses
are paying higher prices for wholesale food than they would normally
at retail stores.
Greek Week plans were discussed and Bill Bensl of Delta
Upsllon gave the proposed schedule for the weekend Including The
Beta 500, Derby Day, and Renewal of Greek Week Sing. The date
has not been set.

Forum
The people attending this forum
had come to hear a discussion
on the down-trodden student at
Bowling Green. Most stayed skeptically to see what Dr. Foulds
was planning to do. And most
left with a smile of satisfaction
on their faces, feeling comfortably, if temporarily, closer to
themselves and to each other.

'QOTJQ'Q'a

PARAMOUNT PCRWS presents
ADWOKIMJKNIIIS

PRorjucnoN

FAST CHECK OUT SERVICE

T*

Greeks hurt
by prices?

Thru Toe. Oct. 29

Evening* - 7;20, 9;30
- Sat. & Sun. Mot. - at 5 pm

SAVE 10c
./ <\ ••».
, .
.',!» '«|-'__i£i!■"'•

FOR

STERLING

CHIP DIP
SAVE 6c

More about:

8 PACK

65c

FRENCH CLUB
W1U hold a meeting tonight at
7 p.m., In the Taft Room.
OHIO PEACE ACTION COUNCIL
Will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m.
In the Library of the UCF building. The meeting Is open to the
public.
CHEMICAL JOURNAL CLUB
Will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m.
In 140 Overman Hall. There will
be an open house and tour of the
chemistry department. All chemistry students are invited. Re
freshments will be served.

problems this raises with the city
of Bowling Green.
SWING, Status for Women In the
New Generation, Is currently being
sponsored by AWS In accordance
with Alpha Lambda Delta and Cap
and Gown. This program Involves
a series of lectures defining the
role of women now and In the
future, both on campus and In
society. Thursday night the "Status of Women on Campus" will
be discussed In the Education
Building.
Concluding the meeting, Bea
Smith stressed planning, cooperation, coordination, and evaluation as the key factors to a successful year In AWS residence
hall and sorority living.

JANEFONCU
Jiimoits Jor Jre&h

TEELI

BARlttitq|A
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Apollo seven crew back
to earth after cloudy entry
ABOARD USS ESSEX (AP) Apollo 7, blazing like a dying
comet, streaked back into the atmosphere Tuesday and landed only
a third of a mile from Its Atlantic Ocean target, ending what
officials called "a perfect mission."
Its 11-day flight helped pave the
way for America's final steps to
the moon.
Navy Capt. Walter M. Schlrra
Jr., Air Force MaJ. Donn F. Elsele and Walter Cunningham
brought their cone-shaped space
chariot scorching down from 265
miles out in space to a landing
in the rain five miles from the

Essex, waiting in the Atlantic
Ocean near Bermuda.
"It's great to be back," Schlrra said after he and his teammates were brought to the carrier
by helicopter. "This mission went
beautifully." The Apollo crew was
hustled Into the carrier's sick bay
for a complete physical examination, Including treatment of their
now-famous colds.
Doctors on the carrier found
some fluid In Elsele's right ear,
but It was not considered serious.
The crew reported suffering no
pain during re-entry, but Schlrra became "somewhat nauseated"

Prayer reigns on UN Day
Ai. ecumenical celebration cosponsored by St. Thomas More
University parish and United
Christian Fellowship will be held
at 4 p.m. Thursday, in the amphitheater behind the Union In observance of United Nations Day.
The event will begin with a
prayer for peace led by Nick
Llcate, Student Council president.
Don Moore will be master of
ceremonies for the program which
will Include folk singing by Jeff
Atkinson, Tom Honsa, and Ben
Schepter.

and its specialized agencies seek
peace and respect for all men.
Its goals Include creating the atmosphere for learning and free
exchange of ideas.

from the Associated f-reis

after the ocean landing.
The space doctor said he did
not consider the flight a 100 per
cent medical success. He said
LOS ANGELES ~ A brother of Sirhan Blshara Sirhan testified
the biomedlcal harnesses, which
feed heartbeat and respiration of Tuesdaythat he said It was all right with him for police to search the
Sirhan home a few hours after Sen. Robert F. Kennedy was mortally
the crew to the ground, was parwounded. But the mother who owns It said she gave no authorization.
ticularly troublesome because of
The prosecution in the case of the Jordanian charged with murder
continual failure. Dr. Berry said
in Kennedy's death conceded that officers had no search warrant.
If a moon-bound crew had the
The statements were at a Superior Court hearing on a defense
same problem, he would have asked
motion to suppress evidence found In the home.
for the flight to be brought back.

Sirhan arrested illegally?

The crew now faces two solid
weeks of debrieflngs, medical examinations and reports.
Schlrra
and his teammates
brought their spacecraft from the
crystal purity of space into a dirty
gray bank of thunderstorms and
rain. The clouds prevented live
color television cameras from
picking up the descent of the craft.

SAIGON — President Nguyen Van Thieu appeared Tuesday relax
his opposition to a bombing halt of North Vietnam provided Hanoi
responded with an Intent to de-escalate the war.
He said he had no objection to a bombing halt If he had "good reason to believe" that North Vietnam will reciprocate Previously he
had shown no willingness to accept Hanoi's position on anything.

Apollo 7 landed about five miles
from the carrier, but Just onethird mile from the planned landing point, considered by space officials to be a very close return.

WASHINGTON ~ President Johnson signed into law Tuesday the
most comprehensive gun control legislation passed by Congress in
30 years but said it fell short of what Is needed for effective crime
control.

Van Thieu awaits response

LBJ signs gun law

s^t0WARETHESJV0iVs(

The audience will be Invited
to participate in the peace songs.
Two International students, Marcello Marlac from Bolivia and
Joe Alaba from Nigeria, will speak
on the UN In their countries.
Oct. 24 is officially set aside
as UN Day. This is the third
year the Bowling Green campus
will observe the event. The UN

PUT YOU
^VfcUETHEACr/Otf/c
Join the winter-long
weekend movement to the slopes. Spend
your days schussing down the powdery stuff. Your evenings
in sing-alongs. Or dance-alongs to the beat of a discotheque. Many areas offer
bargain package rates including lodging, meals, lifts, lessons and rental equipment.
Over 80 ski areas to choose from. All easy to get to by car, bus or plane.
Send for your free Michigan Ski Map and plan your Ski Weekends now.

Wants change
Scott Kutina, senior in the College of Business Administration,
expounded on his views of pacifism and anarchy at Rodger's Quadrangle on Monday.
Kutina, speaking as a representative of Students for a Democratic Society, called for a"change
for the sake of change," and a,
"participatory democracy." He
said that a principle of SDS was
one man, one vote, and this is
how people get involved in politics.
Kutina also stated that SDS's
past president, Nick Llcate, has
gone Into the social structure, as
a means of generating pressure
from the Inside. Kutina believes
that Llcate Is less a radical than
him, and might even be called a
liberal.
In answer to a question about
his organization being labeled
'subversive,' Kutina said all
groups that push for social change
are given this name. He added that
SDS has no affiliations with the
communist party, and never has.
Kutina, who spent two years In
Army ROTC at the University,
is now a registered conscientious
objector, and plans to serve either two years In the Peace Corps
or Vista upon graduation.

Classifieds
•62 Chevy, 6-stlck, Radio, heater. $25 or best offers. 352-7262.
Must sell '65 Mustang conv. 289
4-spd. Must sacrifice for quick
sale, $1000. 287-3347.
FOR SALE: Green 1966 MG Midget . Aobve average cond. Low
mileage. May be seen at 245 North
Enterprise.
4-D Ford. Good Cond., new brakes,
excellent tires. 1959 model. $235
Call Dapogny, Ext. 3089., or after
5:30 call 354-8894.
Must sell '67 Corvette and 650
cc Trl. Motorcycle. Make offer.
3904 after 4.
(Continued on page six.)
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Michigan Tourist Council • Room 480, Stevens T. Mason Bldg. • Lansing, Mich. 48926
Please rush my free Michigan Ski Map.
NAME

COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP_
480 KM 196
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classifieds
DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday for
Tuesday, 5 p.m. Monday for
Wednesday, 5 p.m. Tuesday
for Thursday, 5 p.m. Wednesday for Friday.

(Continued from page five.)
FOR RENT
Girl needed to share Apt. Second
quarter only. Call 352-6365.
STADIUM VIEW APTS. CLOUGH
STREET EXTENSION, OPPOSITE

BG STADIUM, BG'S FINEST NEW
ADULT/FAMILY APT. COMMUNITY. Exceptionally large 1-2-3
bedroom suites, 1 1/2-2 baths,
fully carpeted, air - cond, swimming pool and cable TV. RENTALS
FROM $135 Include all utilities
except electricity. OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK.10 a.m. to 8 p.m. FOR
INFORMATION CALL 352-5088,
BATES AND SPRINGER, INC.,
MANAGERS.
Room available , two girls off
campus third quarter. Call 3541532.

WANTED 1 or 2 *trifi »fc share
-ept. Call - Ju, «tf »ai.- '4.
Mobile home for rent. Maurers
Mobile Court. Inquire at Lot "35.
Robert Gauthler. Call 352-5772.
LOST AND FOUND
__-___-.
Left In Women's Lockerroom Natatorlum, gold watch and necklace. Please return to the cage
In the Natatorlum. Sentlmentall
No questions asked! Rewardl

eve, Hayes Hall reading room.
Marty 2496.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
I-.nlf Knarf Is loved.
VOTE JOHN LUNTZ for your
Frosh. Representative to Student
Council.
FOR ACTION CALL
3284
3-5
Mon.-Fri.

NEEDS someone to share dally
driving to Toledo In area of ToREWARD for 1968 Silver K.S.U.
ledo State Hospital. Call 352-4575
class ring lost Sat. On campus.
Engraved with Initials S.L.S. If after 6 p.m.
found contact Geography Office.
Beat "Fate" TOM MEYER for
Frosh. Class President.
LOST: Yellow Jacket, last Thurs.,

soc. security no.

Fr.

C ongratulatlons Lee and Carol;
Brltt and Paulette - Pledges of
Sigma Phi Epsllon.
Gamma Phi Beta: Get high for
Pledge Exchange, we are!
-Pledges of Sigma Phi Epsllon
White Roses to "Store", "Drews",
and the Sisters of Kappa Delta
for a Terrific FloatI Great SpiritGreat Glrlsl

To the New Alpha XI Delta actives: Congratulations and much
happiness In wearing the quill.
The Pledges.
Nowhere to run, nowhere to hide
from Martha Reeves and the Vandell as.

CAMPUS ADDRESSCHECK CNE:

Under 30? You can trust your vote
to Mary Harris. H-D Rep. Vote
Today for Progressive Student
Leadership.

ATTENTION all folkslngers and
guitar players! Help entertain and
be a part of the A.W.S. Hootenanny Nov. 8. Call Cathy Schmidt,
ext. 2480.

JOIN SEA
NAME.

FRENCH TUTORING lived 2 yrs.
In Paris. Call Kathy Cassler 3545055.

Grod.

•

Want to know what SDS Members
think? Come to Williams Hall steps
Thursday at 4:00.

Major

Soph.

College.

Much XI love to our Outstanding
Active, Sue Smith?

Jr.
Sr.

DUES - $4 CHECKS PAYABLE TO

OSEA

MAIL TO:

Mary Beth Adaway 226 Dunbar

The sisters of Phi Mu Congratulate Kathy Baumann - 1st runnerup to MAC Queen.
Narcotics - The Decision! Wed.
8:00 p.m. in Darrow Hall. Movie
followed by Capt. Achtermann
speaking on "Drugs and Vices."
Congratulations Brenda and Rodger on your engagement. Best of
luck. Love Jan and Bob.
Need a place to park? Then vote
Bob Mlchalskl Commuter Rep. To
Student Council.

we were
nappy

with the wqrld
the way it is,
we wouldn't
need you.
Kids choke on polluted air. Streets are jammed by
cars with no place to go. Lakes and rivers are a
common dumping ground for all kinds of debris.
This is the way the world is, but it's not the way
it has to be.
Air pollution can be controlled. Better transportation systems can be devised. There can be an
almost unlimited supply of clean water.
People at General Electric are already working
on these problems. And on other problems that
need to be solved. Problems like developing more
efficient ways of providing power to our cities and
figuring out ways our production capabilities can
keepjipjyith ourj)gpulation needs.

I care, do you? Vote HazlewoodFrosh Class President.
Zeebs say "Get soullfied," Everyone can dance along with Martha Reeves and the Vandellas and
Sid Scott and the Primary Colors.
Connie and Mike—Congrats on getting pinned! Can I bring the pole
for your May Day wedding. Love,
Bonnie.
Put Voice Back In Government Elect Bob Mlchalskl to Student
Council.
Congrats, To my Super-Great Little, Maggie, On being elected AGD
Pledge Class President!!
Ride NEEDED to O.S.U. - Can
leave after 3 p.m. Friday the
25th. Will share expenses. Contact at 354-7273.
Vote Louie Simpson Frosh. Class
Treasurer.
Come and Rap with SDS Thursday
at 4:00 In front of Williams Hall.
Wendell Price for Frosh VlcePresldent.
Congratulations Diane on becoming
an active. 519 and 520 Lowry.
What happened to the summer sun
and fun! S. Babes
Cherle Morgan for Frosh. Class
Treasurer.
O.U.
Migrating to See Martha
Reeves and Sid Scott - Come stag,
come dated, but come.

But we need more people.
We need help from a lot of young engineers and
scientists; and we need help from business and
liberal arts graduates who understand people and
their problems.
If you want to help change the world, we'd like
to talk to you. We'll be visiting campus soon. Why
not drop by the placement office and arrange for an
interview? You might be able to turn a problem
into an opportunity.

Mlchalskl Will do what you want
All, what a strange feeling that
would be. "Bob" for Commuter
Representative on Student Council.

GENERAL^ ELECTRIC

Interest - Experience - Action,
Catherine Harger - North Council Rep.

An equal opportunity employer

Make your vote count! For progressive, Articulate, Effective
Student Council Representative.
Vote Mary Harris for Student
Council Rep. — Harshman Dunbar.
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Penalty kick stops booters 1-0

TOO LATE -- Falcon booter George Crandall (17) is too late as
this Wooster player heads the ball upfield. (Photos by Glen Eppleston.)

U S swimmers qualify
14 despite ailments
MEXICO CITY (AP) - Resilient Debbie Meyer, so 111 Monday
night she was feared lost to the
U. S. swimming team, bounced back
with a brilliant performance Tuesday that sent the Americans
splashing toward another medal
spree at the 1968 Games.
The powerhouse U.S. pool contingent, set back early in the day
when ailing breaststroke queen
Catle Ball was forced to drop
out of the 200-meter race, rallied
behind Miss Meyer, 16-year-old
freestyle marvel from Sacramento, Calif., to qualify 14 men
and women for semifinals and finals in five swimming events.

Rugby club tops
OSU 11-8 on rally
Bowling Green's rugged Ruggers
opened their first full season of
competition with a ragged but satisfying 11-8 triumph over theOhlo
State Rugby Club, Sunday. Playing
on a rough practice field in the
shadow of the giant Ohio State
football stadium, Bowling Green
overcame Inexperience and lack
of knowledge of the finer points
of the game with determination
to win and a tough defense.
Rick Schneider opened the scoring after Pete Eby had carried
the ball deep Into Ohio State territory. Schneider's touchdown, or
"try," counted for three points,
and his kick after the try was
good for two more to BG a 5-0
lead.
The experienced Ohio State team
fought back to take an 8-5 lead,
but Bowling Green was not through.
Once again BG moved the ball
deep into State territory. After a
penalty, a "scrum" was formed
and the tough Falcon forwards,
kicked the ball out to scrum-half
Dick Pierce, who quickly pitched
the ball back to Pete Eby. Unmolested, Eby calmly drop-kicked
the ball squarely between the uprights for three points to tie the
score at eight all.
The game winning score came
on a pitch from back Chas Bradlc
to hooker Tim Fox, who bulled
his way across the goal line and
touched the ball down for BG's
final three points.
Hard defensive play by the entire Falcon unit held Ohio State
In its own half of the field for
the last five minutes of the game
to assure the Bowling Green victory.

Debbie, plauged by a sore throat
and Intestinal trouble, showed no
effects of the Illnesses In coasting to a 25-meter triumph In the
women's
800-meter freestyle
trials.
Before she became ill, she was
regarded as a near cinch to add
the 800 and 200 freestyle titles
to her 100- meter gold conquest
earlier In the Games.
The United States, which went
Into the 10th day of over-all competition with a Games-leading total of 66 medals, including 28 golds,
faced Its most severe basketball
test late Tuesday night - a semifinal confrontation with Brazil that
was to be televised nationally.
Miss Ball, who made the U.S.
Olympic squad after recovering
from mononucleosls last winter,
rolled to a front-running victory
In 9 minutes, 42.8 seconds, which
stands as an Olympic record because the 800 is a new event at
the Games.
Canada's Angela
Coughlan, who had lost 10 pounds
in the last week because of Illness, finished second.
Pam Kruse of Pompano Beach
Fla., and Patty Caretto of Whtttler , Calif., also moved Into
Thursday's 800 final.
With Miss Ball scratched from
the 200 breaststroke field. 16year-old Sharon Wlchman of Fort
Wayne, Ind., and Cathy Jamison,
18, of Portland, Ore., advanced
easily Into the Wednesday final.
Indiana University's Charles
Hlckcox, world record bolder In the
men's 400-meter individual medley, 17-year-old Gary Hall of Garden Grove, Calif., and Stanford
ace Greg Buckingham surged Into
the finals, each winning his heat.

Frosh gridders
stomped by TU
The Bowling Green freshman
football team was defeated 43-12
by Toledo's frosh Friday evening.
Bowling Green scored the first
and the last touchdown of the game
but in between the Rocket frosh
scored six touchdowns.
Falcon Jerry Fields scored on
a six yard run In the first quarter
and Julius Llvas plunged one yard
for the other BG six-pointer.
Bowling Green gained 141 yards
rushing and 145 yards passing
completing 11 of 22 passes. Toledo gained 260 yards through the
air, plus 275 vards rushing.

By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
Bowling Green and Wooster soccer teams battled through 88 minutes of heated action, with the visitors emerging 1-0 victors, yesterday.
The Scots had been toppled only
once this season, that by highly
rated Akron 3-2, but the upstart
Falcons almost made It two. The
Falcons outplayed the visiting
Wooster booters for three and
one half quarters of action, but
•till came out on the short end
of the close score.
The loss Is the third In seven
decisions for the Falcons, 4-3,
with three matches remaining on
their schedule. Last year the Falcons were dumped 6-1 by these
came Wooster booters.
Only 2.46 Into the initial quarter the Scots turned a fluke error
by the Falcons Into the only goal of
the day.
They took a corner kick and when
the ball dropped down In the center
of the field, it brushed the hand of
centerback Pete Farrell and the
Scots were awarded a penalty shot
"Overall we out played them,"
said a disappointed coach Mickey
Cochrane, "we needed a break and
didn't get it." "We controlled the
game for over three quarters but
could never get the finishing shot."
The Falcons outshot the visitors 17-16, but many were long
chips from outside. The Bowling
Green booters were unable to work
the ball low on their shots and
they were easy prey for the 6-7
Wooster goalie.
"We had to put It in low on him,
wa knew that, but just didn't do
Si
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Entries for the All-Cam- |
pus cross country meet are
due today In the Intramural J
Office. The meet will be held
on Thursday October 24 at
4:30 p.m. on the Sterling Farm f|
Course. Maps of the course S
are available In the IM office |<

It," said Cochrane.
The Scots who finished with
16 shots came around to control
the game In the last nine minutes, while the Falcons desperately trld to put together a scoring drive.
The Scots with the wind to thai
backs closed out the game In Fal
con territory. With the excepOo
of that nine minute period, how
ever, BG had kept the visitor
on the go.
Falcon goalie Gary Kovacshads
fine day making 18 saves. Kovaci
was forced to make several diving,
stops.
"That game should have been
0-0," said Cochrane, "We had the
breaks on other days, but none
today."
After Wooster scored early In
the game, the Falcons went to work
burying the Scots deep In their
own territory for the remainder
of the period. The Falcons worked
the ball weU but still failed to
get off a powerful shot.
Wooster took the wind advantage
In the second quarter but a persistent BG attack kept them In
trouble again. The Falcons mixed
up some corner kicks, an Indirect
kick, and some fine chips to keep
the Scots on edge, but still no score.
The Falcon booters wasted no
time In the third period in trying
to tie the score. Bob Bartels dropped a shot toward the goal, which
the goalie dropped, then tipped out
of bounds. Three corner kicks by
the Falcons also proved fruitless
despite a fine header by Jim Brewer on the second one.
"I wasn't sure - what kind of
effort we would have, "said Cochrane, "But the team has confidence In Itself." "This was anoth-

er consistent effort and the trend
has been that way over the last
two games."

LOOK WHATS COMING •• Gary
Kovacs (00), BG's soccer
goalie, leaps to grab this high
chip while a Wooster booter
moves in in case he misses.

HARMON GIRLS
Thanks (or your support in the recent election. We'l
our best to make Harmon the greatest.
(Lan, Sharon, Yvonne, Ann, Lynn, Karen)

are your
contact lenses
more work than
If you're tired of using
two or more separate solutions to take care of
your contact lenses, we
have the solution. It's
Lensine the all-purpose
lens solution for complete contact lens carepreparing, cleaning, and
soaking. ■ Just a drop or
two of Lensine before you
insert your contacts coats
and lubricates the lens
surface making it smoother and non-irritating.
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign deposits on the lenses. ■
Lensine is sterile, selfsanitizing, and antiseptic making it ideal for
storage of your lenses
between wearing periods.
And you get a removable
'Storage case on the bot•"^tom of every bottle, a

Lensine exclusive for Bacteria cannot grow in
proper lens hygiene. ■ It Lensine.B Caring for conhas been demonstrated tact lenses can be as convenient as wearing them
with Lensine, from the
Murine Company, Inc.

CONTACT IENS

that improper storage
between wearings may
result in the growth of
bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye
irritation and could seriously endanger vision.
/

LENSINE
'•:■■....,
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College queen is
king in Iowa
GRDJNELL, Iowa (AP) "We Just wanted to bring popular democracy
back to campus," said Richard (the Kid) Mellman, 18, a 6-foot, 150pound male sophomore who ran for homecoming queen at Iowa's
Grlnnell College as a Joke — and won.
Mellman polled more votes than all five female candidates put
together in the one-man war against what he calls the "establishment" football team which traditionally selects queen candidates.
"I've been getting a lot of good wishes ... from everybody but the
football coach," said Mellman of University City, Mo.
He said the vast majority of people "think this Is the funniest
thing that has happened on the campus In a long time."
The B-plus student said In the past the football team named the
flvo candidates from whom male students selected a queen.
Mellman campaigned for candidate selection through a campus
primary, and voting rights for coeds.
Then he called ari election, from a ballot with his name and these
of five female candidates.
"The girls went wild," Mellman said, but declined to estimate
how much of his success was attributed to female votes.
He said he polled 277 of 450 votes.
Mellman said he tried to keep sex out of the campaign, it's mudallnglng," said Mellman, who hastened to add he's "all In favor of
girls."

James Hof at BG so long,

STUDENT ACTIVITIES BUILDING -The glass,
circular building makes an impressive picture
at night. (Photos by John Urbancik)

has'brown and orange blood9

New round building A-OK
with officers, VP's, deans
By BRIAN STEFFENS
Staff Writer
The general consensus of everyone Involved In the building Is that
Is Is beautiful. There are still
some things to be worked out,
of course, but as of right now,
it is open and ready for use.
The building Is the new Student
Activities Building, distinguished
as the only round structure on
campus.
The first floor, carpeted In
beige, houses the forum and eventually the studft bookstore.
According to Paul Shepherd, the
University Bookstore manager,
"We hope to start moving about
Thanksgiving, and finish by Christmas vacation, If the equipment
arrives."
The new bookstore will have
twice as much selling space as
the present bookstore, as well as
increased office and storage room.
"Text books will be initially
stacked at a serviceable level,
not to the celling as It Is now done.
Along with an Increased paperback book Image, the bookstore will
offer a better selecton of Items
already carried," explained Mr.
Shepherd.
The forum Is carpeted but not
yet finished.
The second floor has a view
of the forum on one side and a
view over the terrace on the other.
The area serves a s a lounge
for students, contains vending machines and has red carpeting.

The Financial Aids Office, Student Publications - Key Offices,
Academic Advising and Counseling Offices, and the Placement
Office are all located on the blue
carpeted third floor.
The floor that Is probably most
used by the student body is the
fourth.
Mr. Edward H. Ward, Assistant to the Vice President of Student Affairs and advisor to Student Court feels "we have the
most beautiful facility any student court could have."
"Our facilities add profession-

A

1

alism to our student court," said
Mr. Ward, "We are functional,
fully equipped, have a staff fully
hired, and are ready to go."
The Student Activities section
In room 405 is the hub of activity on this floor. The class
offices, studft body offices, Intrafraternlty, Pan Hellenic,
MIRCH, and AWS offices, the offices of the program directors,
and the office of Richard A. Lenhart, Assistant Dean of StudentsStudent Programs and Activities,
are included In this section.
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OUTSIDE THE FORUM - Th, glass doors slide back to make
this part of the now building an open-air forum.

By KATHY GAETZ
Staff Writer
James E. Hof, director of alumni affairs and a 1950 Bowling
Green graduate, is loyal to his
alma mater.
"I've been here so long," he
said, "my blood Is orange and
brown. I visit all over the United
States on many campuses. E verytime I go to them and come back
and look at our students I say,
"We have the greatest In the
world.' "
Hof is probably best-known by
students as th e announcer for the
football and basketball games for
the past 10 years. He Is, however, currently on a retirement
leave from the Job.
He said that the primary reason
for this action is that he wanted
to devote more time to the alumni program.
"Pve announced for 10 years
and I really enjoyed It," he said.
"It was a lot of fun for me and
It was great from my personal
standpoint as a contact with students."
Hof said that It makes him nervous not to be doing something at
the football games. "I'm the kind
of guy at a football game that's
kind of a crazy nut and If I'm
busy with the microphone I don't
worry so much about the team and
what happens," he said.
"When I sit without anything to
do at a game I worry about every
play. But I can see this year that
Pm seeing more of the football
game than I ever saw In 10 years
because I see the blocks and downfield action — something that you
miss when you're announcing.
But he has not retired from all
of his football duties. He hosts
the "Falcon Focus " television
program, a weekly, half-hour telecast about the Bowling Green athletic teams.

STUDENT BODY OFFICERS ■• Sarah Ross,
secretary; Lee McClelland, vice president, and
Nick Licate, president, are quite pleased with

their now office in the Student Activities Building.

jolng on. They're far more knowledgeable on more subjects across
the board than we students ever
were. They want to participate In
things today."
Hof cited a change in circumstances as the reason for the different attitudes.
"When I was a student there had
been a declared war," he said,
"and when that's over the loyalty
to country, flag, God and Mother
Is terrific. Anything that would
seem threaten it would be heresy
and treason.

Hof, who received his master's
degree from Bowling Green In
June) 1951, compared the attitudes
of the students when he attended
the University to those of the present students.
"When I came to Bowling
Green," he said, "all of us were
World War n veterans. We were
a little older and I think a lot
smarter.
"Most of us had overseas experience during the war and we
were more mature. We'd have to
be. When you start school at 21,
lfs a little different than when
you start at 18.
"The veteran was a seriousminded guy," he continued. "He
had a lot of fun but he was basically serious-minded. I think that
for the first time In education he
challenged a professor. He wanted
to know why. He Just didn't accept
everything.
"Today I see the students as
very interested in every thing

.. E. Hof

"Today you'll see people who
will burn draft cards and protest
dlfferentthings. To the people of
my time and before, this Is wrong.
They can't understand how you
could not have total loyalty.
"The people who do these things
I'm sure have their own views and
are expressing them. I would
hope," he added, "that the things
they do are on good conscience."
Hof, the father of five children,
also is president of the Bowling
Green Board of Education. But his
prime Interests seem to rest with
the University and the students.
"People visiting here can't get
over our student body," he said.
"They think they're Intelligent
and challenging and good looking
kids. They have a friendliness at
Bowling Green that you don't find
many other places. To lose that
would be to lose a part of Bowling
Green.
"I think it's a great place,"
he concluded," and I think it's going
to be greater."

